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E ditor’s Log
Over the past year or so Pathways has
published several series of articles which
focused on a specific theme or topic.
We have been very pleased to offer this
opportunity to authors, and have been
excited by the feedback we have received
from Pathways readers. Those who have
followed these series will be happy to see
that this issue contains three such articles,
including the last installment of Laura
Molyneux’s PLAY AND PRAXIS, Bob
Henderson’s third and final article in his
series tracing the legacy of the University
of Alberta’s Explorations Program, and the
second in a series of articles by Chris Peters,
exploring the concept of Hjemstedslaere,
or Homestead Knowledge, its place in
Newfoundland’s educational history, and
potential use in schooling today. It has been
an enjoyable experience for our editorial
team to work with these authors and bring
these series to Pathways, and so we hope
that you the reader have found fresh ideas,
insight and inspiration within these pages.
The Fall 2019 issue of Pathways opens
with a significant contribution to the

area of literature pertaining to outdoor
and experiential education at the postsecondary level. Authors Frances Garrett,
Laila Stradz, Alysse Kennedy, Matt Price,
and Salina Suri, share the work they have
done integrating outdoor learning modules
into class-based courses and highlight
how student learning is affected by these
experiences. In addition, they provide a
review detailing a variety of OEE programs,
courses and components being offered
at the post-secondary level, whilst also
providing insight into how post-secondary
institutions could make similar learning
and teaching opportunities available to
students and faculty in academic areas
where OEE is not currently being offered or
considered.
Following this article, Brandon Pludwinski
discusses the ways in which outdoor
educational and recreational leaders can
begin to challenge the colonial past and
present that enables them to use naturespaces for their programming needs. Within
his paper, Brandon shares the account of
an interactive workshop he developed
for a summer camp counsellors pre-camp
training session that outlines the processes
by which canoe trippers can bring a
new, and more socially just, paradigm
to recreational canoe tripping. Frequent
readers of Pathways will make connections
between this paper and the articles
contained with the Spring, 2018 issue.
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Kyle Clarke
Editor
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Sketch Pad – The art for this issue of Pathways was generously contributed by Liz
Feinen (pages 2, 18-20, 26, 29-30 and 32), Julia Geuder (cover and page 35), and
Charlotte Megret (pages 3, 5 and 31). Liz comes from Luxembourg and is currently
studying Outdoor Environmental Education in Edinburgh, Scotland. She loves to go on
hikes and sketch landscapes and other natural elements. She is particularly interested
in how to relate Arts and Outdoor Education. When Julia is not climbing or bouldering,
she can be found sketching leaves and tress in beautiful, quiet spots. Her background
is in forestry, which she studied in Germany, although she now studies Outdoor
Environmental Education in Edinburgh, Scotland. Charlotte is also studying Outdoor
Environmental Education in Edinburgh, Scotland, but before that, she was working
in different countries teaching languages and outdoor activities. She loves sketching
cartoons and marine animals she spots while snorkeling.

P resident’s View
As we move into fall, I hope that you are
able to take some time to appreciate the
changing leaves and perhaps enjoy some
late season paddling. With the chill of
autumn finally settling in, we get another
chance to re-appreciate the warmth of the
campfire and dig out the wool sweaters.

I want to thank everyone for the success
of this year’s fall conference, Power of
Connection. As this year’s Conference
Chair, I know that this was only possible
because of the tremendous work of our
Conference Committee: Minka Chambers,
Hil Coburn, Claire Kemp, Karen O’Krafka,
Aaron Parcher, and Barbara Sheridan.
This team did a remarkable job organizing
an engaging, inspiring, and informative
weekend that gave attendees the chance to
connect with fellow educators who share
their mission. On behalf of our membership,
I would also like to thank the staff of our
host site, Camp Couchiching, for truly going
above and beyond.
At our fall gathering, we had several
members mention that they would like to do
more to assist with COEO’s efforts, of which
there are many ways to get involved—

supporting our
advocacy work,
helping with conferences,
and working on Pathways
are all great examples.
Aaron Parcher is our new
Volunteer Coordinator
and he would love to
hear from you!
Speaking of getting
involved, it was
wonderful to see
that so many of
our members
participated in
the Global Climate
Strike on September 27 th. It has
been inspiring to see this important cause
being championed by so many youth,
and the incredible turnout at the various
climate strike events across the province
and beyond gives me great hope for the
future of our planet.
Finally, we are grateful to see that our
membership is growing. If you have not
renewed your membership yet this year,
please do so soon. Please also encourage
your colleagues and organizations to
renew. The large membership base of
COEO allows us to advocate for the
importance of outdoor education, lends
credibility to our profession, and creates a
strong network of like-minded educators.
I hope to see many of you at Make Peace
with Winter, January 17 to 19, 2020 at Bark
Lake Leadership and Conference Centre.
Natalie Kemp
COEO President
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As the new COEO President, I want to
first acknowledge the work done by Liz
Kirk during her time as President these
past two years, particularly in advocating
for outdoor education during a difficult
time of provincial funding cuts. I know
that she remains committed to serving our
membership as Past President, and I am
grateful to have her expertise and guidance
as I step into this leadership role. On behalf
of COEO, I would like to thank Liz and the
entire outgoing Board of Directors for their
hard work and dedication to COEO over the
past year. Special thanks in particular to Deb
Diebel, who leaves the Board after serving
COEO for many years, and who played a
key role in the fundraising efforts for our
bursary fund. I would also like to take this
opportunity to welcome our new Board of
Directors; I look forward to working with
this year’s new and returning leadership
to support COEO and promote outdoor
education.
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F eature
Learning Outdoors and the Humanities Classroom
By Frances Garrett, Laila Stradz, Alysse Kennedy, Matt Price, Salina Suri
Introduction
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In this report we discuss several courses
taught at the University of Toronto (U of
T) that experimented with experiential
pedagogies focused on teaching and
learning outdoors. The U of T’s main
campus is located in the urban downtown
heart of Toronto, the fourth most populated
city in North America, with roughly 2.8
million people. The downtown campus
had an undergraduate enrolment of nearly
44,000 students in 2017. A large, urban,
research-oriented university, U of T does
not have a dedicated Outdoor Education
program, and so the courses discussed here
were developed as part of an initiative
formed in 2016 called University of
Toronto Outdoors (UTO). Given the faculty
affiliations of the initiative’s founders, the
courses were taught in the Department for
the Study of Religion, although each course
was strongly multi-disciplinary. Students
developed curricular competencies
in religious studies and cultural,
environmental, and urban histories.
In addition to disciplinary objectives,
outdoor modules aimed to help students
develop transferrable skills such as
leadership and teamwork; self-awareness,
mastery and autonomy through outdoor
challenge; confidence in the ability to
navigate through uncertainty; knowledge
of and empathy for local peoples and
landscapes; enhanced sense of social and
environmental responsibility; and risk
assessment and management.
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A first-year seminar called “On Foot:
Cultural Histories of Walking,” a secondyear course called “Wild Waters,” and
a fourth-year international experience
called “Himalayan Borderlands” were
taught by Professors Garrett and Price
in 2016-2018. The three courses focused
strategically on developing competencies
such as leadership, mastery and
autonomy, and social and environmental
responsibility, which were taught through
outdoor learning modules that were

strongly integrated with the disciplinary
outcomes articulated for each course.
Course design was influenced by research
demonstrating how student learning is
enhanced when centered around principles
of “authenticity, agency, uncertainty and
mastery” (Beames & Brown, 2016), and also
by research on place-responsive learning
and regenerative sustainability, which
emphasize pedagogical frameworks that
use reflection on embodied experience
and felt connections between humans and
the environment to help students develop
new, and possibly more ethically aware,
orientations to their surroundings. How
is classroom learning about river systems
in our region changed by a mid-semester
canoe trip? How are textbook readings
about Buddhist pilgrimage enhanced by
a high-altitude trek along Himalayan
pilgrimage routes? Can reading about
cultural and historical walking practices be
enhanced by taking up a personal walking
practice throughout the semester?
A long history of research in education
generally, and in the field of Outdoor
and Experiential Education (OEE)
more particularly, has emphasized how
embodied engagement with spaces outside
the classroom can expand learning. In
research-focused universities, however,
humanities programs have been slow
to move beyond the classroom. While
some Arts & Science disciplines, such as
Geography, Archaeology, or Environmental
Studies, have always held lab sessions
outside, for many humanities disciplines,
the idea of taking students into forests
or rivers as a central component of the
learning experience is almost unheard of,
and even discouraged. Our objective in
developing the courses discussed here was
to experiment with integrating outdoor
learning modules into a classroom-based
course, to observe how student learning is
affected by this experience, and to consider
how we might address the many logistical
challenges to outside or embodied learning
at our urban institution.

Feature

research study but rather on a year-long
series of faculty and student discussions
focused on OEE at the University of
Toronto, and on written feedback and
reflective journaling by course participants.
We offer these observations in order to
explore how students articulate the effects
of outdoor learning in a humanities
program, and to suggest why and how
such learning and teaching opportunities
may be made available to more students
and faculty in programs where OEE does
not traditionally exist.
We will begin by describing three UTO
courses, briefly summarizing each course
and providing selected examples of student
feedback. We will then situate these
courses in a broader landscape of outdoor
teaching and learning in Canada, which
will allow us to contextualize our courses
and offer a few recommendations for those
interested in thoughtfully integrating
outdoor experiences into humanities
courses, especially in larger urban
university settings.

PATHWAYS

Our courses at the University of Toronto
experimented with different outdoor
experiences. The immersive international
travel of “Himalayan Borderlands” was
contrasted with Ontario travel in “Wild
Waters” and urban Toronto travel in “On
Foot.” These courses varied in terms of
logistical challenges and risk factors,
differing in skill development for both
instructors and students, and in course
size. Course design was influenced by
concerns relevant to risks associated with
high altitude trekking, traveling far from
medical care, learning and teaching in
the woods or on water, and coping with
weather extremes and cultural difference.
In “On Foot” and “Wild Waters,” students
engaged with the outdoor environment of
Toronto and Ontario, learning to navigate
physical and intellectual challenges, and
participating in place-responsive embodied
practices. In “Himalayan Borderlands,”
students developed a similar set of skills
in a global setting with high levels of
challenge and risk and a more intensely
immersive program. Our reflections on
these courses are based not on a formal
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Feature

Gaining Empathy and Self-Understanding
Through Walking, At Home and Abroad
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The first-year seminar, “On Foot: Cultural
Histories of Walking,” taught by Garrett,
explored how historical, cultural, and
spatial contexts shape practices of walking.
Core readings, including A Philosophy of
Walking, by Frédéric Gros, and Wanderlust:
A History of Walking, by Rebecca Solnit,
allowed students to study representations
of walking in history, religion, and
philosophy, and the syllabus was designed
to help students make connections between
walking, thinking, and writing. Course
objectives asked that students explore
historical, cultural, and spatial contexts of
different walking practices; develop a habit
of contemplation and inquiry into their own
roles in their education; understand their
own learning habits in contexts where they
had authority; and apply creativity and
imagination to expressing themselves about
their learning. These goals were designed
specifically to fit the first-year seminar
context–at a very large university where
most of their other courses were likely
to have hundreds, or even thousands, of
students in a room, this course, capped at 25
students, was likely to be their only small
course experience.
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Throughout the semester, students read,
talked, and wrote about how place and
landscape have been explored through
movement, religious and secular
pilgrimage, and walking tours, and about
the political and social uses of walking.
Coursework combined required reading
and writing with regular walking outside
throughout the fall semester, and students
were required to maintain a weekly walking
journal. In addition to the requirement of
maintaining a personal walking practice, as
a group the class went on historical walking
tours around Toronto, and they participated
in workshops on Buddhist contemplative
walking, labyrinth walking, Feldenkrais
postural movement, and journaling about
walking.
Students were overwhelming positive in
their feedback on this course, and they

emphasized in particular a broad range of
outcomes directly attributed to the required
outdoor walking practices. Themes of
empathy and compassion for others and
self-understanding were repeated across
class journals.1 One student wrote, “I
have also gained in a simplistic sense, a
much greater appreciation for the world
surrounding me. Not just the small town
of Mississauga and Toronto that I live in…
but also an appreciation for the entirety of
the planet.” Another wrote, “I didn’t realize
how such a simple movement can play a
large role in the way we feel. I am amazed
to think how much this class has changed or
developed the way I think.” With a swell of
compassion, a third student wrote,
It’s deeply saddening to see the
conditions we let others endure because
of our selfishness and refusal to act.
When looking at those in need, look into
their eyes. Replace their space with that
of yours or a loved one and imagine the
internal complexity of their situation.
These people are our family too.
Other comments suggested that the outdoor
experiences helped them gain a personal
sense of wellbeing, a tool for self-care
and stress management, increased selfawareness, and enthusiasm for education.
One student wrote in her journal, “I wish
I could major in walking!” Another wrote,
“These collections of walks contain all that
makes me happy, alive. I will continue to
walk throughout the next semester–even in
snow! And throughout the rest of my life.”
Although a very different sort of experience,
students in the fourth-year “Himalayan
Borderlands” course expressed similar
attitudes of self-understanding and
empathy for others in their writings about
the experience of outdoor movement in this
fourth-year course. Offered in 2016 (for no
credit, with eight students), 2017 (for credit,
with four students), and 2018 (for no credit
but associated with a course and a faculty
research project, with six students) this
two-to-four-week immersive field program
in Sikkim, India focused each year on
Buddhist pilgrimage travel, the influence

Feature

In addition to disciplinary studies
(reading, writing assignments, interviews
and discussions), in this course students
gained practical skills in field research
methods, risk management, interpersonal
communication, multicultural literacy, and
physically demanding travel and living in
a non-urban international setting. In their
writing assignments,2 students were overall
grateful for the challenges encountered, one
student writing, for example, that, “The
physical challenge was necessary to have
an expansive learning experience. It forced
us to come out of our comfort zones and
ordinary routines.” Other students noted
that the multiple stressors encountered led
to personal growth, students expressing
feelings such as, “I am a lot stronger than
I thought,” and “I learned a lot about
different people and belief systems, but I
learned most about myself.” Some students
found the experiences liberating: “As I sat in
the monastery overlooking the Himalayan
mountains I felt the most at peace I have felt
in years. I did not need to prove myself to
anyone.”
Student feedback indicated that
participation in this international course
increased their understanding of and
empathy for global communities, greatly
increased their self-understanding and
self-awareness, and enabled them to
construct new meaning about the places,

cultures, and environments with which
they interacted. As we will see below, many
of these outcomes are commensurate with
those reported upon in research on outdoor
experiential learning.
A White-Water Paddling Weekend in
“Wild Waters”
The second-year seminar entitled “Wild
Waters,” taught by Price and with fifteen
students enrolled, focused on rivers as sites
of cultural contact, religious experience,
and natural destruction. Through historical,
literary, anthropological and experiential
exploration, students learned about the
power of rivers to nourish cultures, reshape
landscapes, and devastate communities. The
role of sensory and material knowledge and
place-responsive learning was highlighted
in an immersive outdoor module,
“Encountering the Madawaska,” which
involved a white-water canoeing trip to the
Madawaska River, a small tributary of the
Ottawa River and an established teaching
route for river canoeing. Price worked
with Paddler Co-op of Palmer Rapids,
Ontario to create a three-day program that
combined basic white-water canoe paddling
instruction, a short river canoe trip on
class I-II level rapids, and a historical and
environmental curriculum. This program
took place over a long weekend. The class
camped on-site and rented all necessary
equipment. Prior to the trip, students
completed readings on the region’s
geography, ecology and history, which
they discussed in detail at the campsite one
evening. Students also completed a detailed
risk assessment assignment prior to the trip.
As articulated in the syllabus, course
objectives were that students learn how
rivers are defined and classified by natural
and social scientists; become conversant
with the main social and cultural questions
surrounding the study of rivers; understand
the role of rivers in water rights and
water justice issues in Canada today,
including the role of water in Indigenous
rights movements; develop an ethical
framework for thinking about water
and rivers; experiment with immersive
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of rivers on Himalayan cultures, and the
interplay between religious institutions and
environmental sustainability movements in
the region. Led by two instructors, Garrett
and Price, the group was together for the
entire trip, traveling to a new site every few
days and spending many hours walking
outside on most days. Cultural, dietary,
interpersonal, physical, emotional, and
environmental challenges were encountered
daily, sometimes causing considerable
stress. This trip also involved a five-toeight-day trek to a high-altitude mountain
pass or through a moderate-altitude
range of steep hills, which most students
found highly demanding physically
and emotionally, and which involved a
moderately high-level of risk.
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PATHWAYS

experiential education; and develop a
habit of contemplation and inquiry into
their own role in their education. Students
in this course also gained transferable
skills of group camping preparation and
management, canoe paddling, reading
white-water rapids, and Leave No Trace
camping practice. They practiced reflective
writing that linked experiences of place
to disciplinary knowledge, and methods
of assessing and managing risk. Student
feedback indicates that the outdoor module
helped them feel an increased sense of
mastery, an awareness of environmental
responsibility, and an understanding of how
different pedagogical methods affect their
own learning. One student’s essay expresses
these themes evocatively:
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Paddling away from the last rapid, I felt
an immense sense of achievement and
clarity after facing and overcoming the
white water. In a way it felt like I was
looking at the landscape around us for
the first time–the reds and yellows of
the changing leaves mirrored on the
surface of the river, the bruised autumn
sunshine. As I took off my helmet, a
monarch butterfly flew around my
face and just past my head, a dove of
peace announcing the recession of the
floodwaters. Up until that moment I had
interpreted my sense of achievement as
a feeling of dominion over nature, like
I had taken it on and triumphed over it.
I suddenly felt that this was not the site
of domination but of deep communion.
I hadn’t conquered the river; I had
traversed it…. Being able to experience
the power and presence that a river [can
have] first-hand was hugely beneficial
to providing a deeper understanding
of the material we are studying in
class. However, I think that this form
of education goes beyond just handson learning. I think it has the power to
remake the student.
Students were invited to complete an
informal anonymous survey before and
after the canoe trip. The pre-trip survey
asked about students’ expectations, existing
knowledge of curriculum topics, canoeing

skill level, and issues of environmental
literacy. Responses suggested that students
enrolled with an interest in outdoor
learning about the natural environment.
Some wanted to understand connections
between religion and the environment.
Others reported prior experience with
the benefits of being outdoors on their
mental health, emotions and wellbeing.
Most students chose the course specifically
because of the canoe trip, hoping generally
to gain “experience in outdoor activities”,
and “a change of pace from an average class
setting,” or hoping more specifically to learn
about water and rivers; as one student put
it, “I would like to know why rivers matter
in today’s world and learn more deeply on
how most of us are dependent on rivers for
energy and other resources.” In the posttrip survey, 100% of respondents reported
that they got what they wanted out of the
trip. One student wrote that the trip “really
helped to shape my outlook of how cool our
country is and the knowledge behind every
river, rock and experience!” One student
who expressed a strong fear of drowning
prior to the trip felt her biggest take-away
to be a new ability to “read rivers,” which
helped her manage fear to the extent that she
is “definitely going to partake in white-water
canoeing sometime again in the future.”
Overall, this feedback suggests that students
experienced transformed ways of thinking
about their own abilities, but also that they
were able to construct new meaning about
their connections to the environment.
Outdoor Education in a Post-Secondary
Context
In the courses described above, much
of what students appreciated was how
physical movement through an outdoor
setting facilitated new, felt connections to
outdoor places and landscapes. At one of
the largest undergraduate institutions in
North America, many students spend years
of education without leaving the classroom
or library. While service internships or
“work-integrated learning” opportunities
are growing slowly at the U of T, taking
some students off campus, few of these
experiences, especially in the humanities,
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In its simplest form, outdoor education is
experiential learning that occurs outside.
The field emerged from an early twentiethcentury historical context, as Kurt Hahn, one
of the field’s founders, saw learning from
outdoor challenges to be a way for young
men to become resilient in times of conflict
and adversity during World War II. Still
today, many researchers emphasize the role
that outdoor education plays in creating
learning experiences that prepare students
to take on life challenges (Hill & Brown,
2014; D’Amato & Krasny, 2011; Walter, 2013;
Winter & Cotton, 2012). Research on the
practice of outdoor education, however,
is diverse. Some distinguish “adventure
outdoor education” from “environmental
outdoor education” (Priest, 1986). Many
argue that programs placing students in
pristine remote environments promotes
an uncritical view of “nature” (Hill, 2013),
making a strong case for outdoor learning
in urban spaces. Some suggest that outdoor
education programs should reach beyond
Hahn’s original focus on personal challenge
to address collective challenges, including
issues of sustainability, social justice, equity,
community, and technology (Beames,
Humberstone, & Allin, 2017; Humphreys,
2018). Recent research argues for outdoor
education programs that are accessible,
sustainable, and place-responsive (Beames
et al. 2017). Literature on adventure learning
and outdoor education also continues
to expand upon models for culturally
competent leadership (Chang, Tucker,
Norton, Gass, & Javorski, 2017).
Some researchers have suggested that
outdoor education is a natural vehicle for
“regenerative sustainability” education,
which recognizes the interconnectedness of
human and environmental well-being in a
framework rooted in an ethic of restoration,

as opposed to an ethic of harm reduction (Alagona
& Simon, 2010; Lange, 2013; Lugg, 2007; Robinson
& Cole, 2015). Approaches to placed-based and
land-based education engage project-based or
experiential tasks to help students understand how
historical, cultural, environmental, geographical
and other aspects of place are interconnected.
Teaching based on Indigenous Knowledge enhances
land-and place-based learning with decolonizing
and Indigenous perspectives on the land and may
also create spaces for Indigenous ways of knowing
(Martinez, Salmon, & Nelson, 2008; McCoy, Tuck,
& McKenzie, 2016; Styres, Haig-Brown, & Blimkie,
2013; Wattchow & Brown, 2011). Gruenewald (2003)
argues that outdoor education, which may be framed
as a form of critical pedagogy oriented squarely
toward sustainability and equity issues, has potential
to enable transformative learning and deeply shift
perspectives towards decolonization in particular.
A large body of research also emphasizes benefits of
outdoor programs to student wellness, as recently
summarized by Chloe Humphreys (2018). Mental
health benefits from outdoor adventure programs
for young adults include positive changes to selfconcept and self-esteem (Boeger, Dörfler, & SchutAnsteeg, 2006; Fengler & Schwarzer, 2008; Schell,
Cotton, & Luxmoore, 2012), compassion (Plante,
Lackey, & Hwang, 2009), cognitive autonomy
(Easton & Gilburn, 2012; Margalit & Ben-Ari, 2014),
reduced absence from school (Ang, Farihah, & Lau,
2014), increased group cohesion (Greffrath, Meyer,
Strydom, & Ellis, 2013), and prejudice reduction
(Wright & Tolan, 2009).
Models of Outdoor Education
While an extensive body of research tells us that
moving outside the classroom can benefit university
students in so many ways, how is this done in
fields where OEE is rare? How are other university
instructors integrating outdoor experiences into
humanities courses?
Canadian post-secondary programs or courses
with outdoor components may be organized
into three primary models: inherently immersive
outdoor education, extra-curricular outdoor
education, and contextualized-curriculum outdoor
education. Most research on outdoor education
is developed by specialists in the field who work
and teach in programs offering degrees in outdoor
education. These inherently immersive post-
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take place in a non-urban setting, and
even fewer allow students to develop new
physical skills–such as paddling, hiking,
or climbing–with which to interact with
and learn about new landscapes. How can
integrating such embodied experiences into
humanistic inquiry enhance or transform
student learning?

9
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secondary programs are designed to engage
students in outdoor learning as central
to their degree. The Bachelor of Physical
Health Education in Outdoor Leadership
at Laurentian University in Ontario, for
example, focuses on training for outdoor
guiding careers. Students can receive
provincially or nationally-recognized
technical certifications in outdoor activities
such as wilderness emergency first
response, rock climbing, canoe tripping,
or white-water and sea kayaking. The
Bachelor of Health and Physical Education
specializing in Ecotourism and Outdoor
Leadership at Mount Royal University in
Alberta, by contrast, is a four-year program
that prepares students for careers in health,
fitness, sport and recreational sectors, as
well as ecotourism and outdoor leadership.
This degree consists of required health and
physical education courses, plus others
chosen from ecotourism and outdoor
leadership course offerings, a 52-hour
practicum, general education courses and
electives such as courses on wilderness
survival, rock climbing, mountain biking,
or kayaking. In the Honours Bachelor of
Outdoor Recreation (HBOR) program at
Lakehead University in Ontario, students
graduate with the HBOR degree as well
as a three-year Bachelor of Arts degree in
History, Geography, Natural Science or
Women’s Studies. These students take core
courses related to recreational pursuits
in addition to advanced studies in parks,
tourism and leadership. Courses focus
on social and environmental awareness,
leadership and management skills, critical
thinking, risk assessment, nature-based
activities and culturally diverse global
perspectives. The Bachelor of Education in
Outdoor & Experiential Education (OEE)
from Queen’s University in Ontario, a
1.5-year program that can be pursued
during or after an undergraduate degree,
combines conventional teacher certification
with training in leading outdoor, natureoriented activities. Queen’s students in
the OEE program complete twenty weeks
of practicum, three of which are done at
an outdoor education facility.3 For Cape
Breton University’s Bachelor of Arts
Community Studies degree program,

core courses feature process-oriented
experiential learning and may include
outdoor leadership, outdoor skills, or
place-based learning courses while
students also complete majors or minors in
more conventional academic fields.
Assessment methods in these types
of programs focus on competencies in
relevant skills and knowledge, individual
study and research, experiential learning,
and interpersonal skills learned through
team projects. Immersive outdoor
education programs such as these require
substantial technical competencies for
instructors, and risk management plans
are highly developed, individualized for
each outdoor context, and typically linked
to an institutionalized method of critical
incident tracking. Such systems are used to
develop best practices, assess instructor/
staff performance, improve program
delivery, and emphasize the importance
of maintaining an ongoing practice of
assessing and managing risk.
In contrast to these in-depth professional
training programs, many if not most
institutions run extra-curricular outdoor
programming. The Department of Athletics
& Recreation at McMaster University
in Ontario, for example, offers a range
of no-credit outdoor skills courses and
workshops, including canoeing, climbing,
and hiking classes and trips; canoe
paddling and first aid certification courses
are also available, as well as leadership and
risk management workshops providing
certification. Most institutions, including
U of T, sponsor outdoor experiential
learning opportunities in the form of
clubs, (i.e., student groups that gather for
recreational activities such as climbing,
cycling, canoeing, or orienteering). Because
these experiences take place outside
the curriculum, there is no connection
made to disciplinary learning goals or
methodologies and assessment is not
present, or at least not associated with
academic performance. Instead, extracurricular outdoor programs focus on
recreation, social cohesion, building
community, leadership, participation,
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Overall, extra-curricular outdoor
programming is the most common type of
outdoor programming available in postsecondary institutions in North America.
A growing body of research demonstrates
the effectiveness of first-year orientation
programs on student success, especially
for students from less advantaged
backgrounds (Bell & Starbuck, 2013).
Although we acknowledge the importance
of these programs for post-secondary
students at all levels, extra-curricular
program leaders, many of whom are
students, may not be trained to facilitate
critical reflections on outdoor experiences
that address human relations to the
environment, Indigenous perspectives
on relating to place and land, gender and
decolonization in the context of outdoor
experience, or environmental ethics. We
suggest therefore that many benefits of
outdoor learning are lost when outdoor
experiences are dissociated from the
disciplinary curricular goals of students’
academic pathways.
We see a third model of OEE in what we
are calling contextualized-curriculum
programs, which occupy a middle ground
between the inherently immersive and
explicitly extra-curricular models above.
Here, outdoor teaching and learning
occurs within or alongside courses in Arts
& Science disciplinary degree programs.

The pedagogical decision to emphasize
OEE typically originates from individual
instructors, and so course outcomes, learning
goals, assessment models, curricular
connections, engagement with critical
theories in outdoor education, and risk
management practices may vary widely.
In such courses, however, unlike the
professionally-oriented or extra-curricular
models of OEE described above, an outdoor
experience is implemented to complement
or enrich more traditional, indoor or textbased methods of classroom learning. These
courses are typically not well-advertised
beyond an institution’s local context, so it can
be difficult to find examples on institutional
websites or in published literature.
Although they do not focus specifically on
higher education contexts, Pathways: The
Ontario Journal of Outdoor Education and
Research in Outdoor Education are good
sources for research on OEE practices in
Canada. Research by Asfeldt, Urberg, and
Henderson provides examples of how
teaching traditional practices of interacting
with place, such as cutting wood or fishing,
creates a new connection to the land that can
instill in students a sense of responsibility
toward local and global landscapes (Asfeldt,
Urberg, & Henderson, 2009). In a study of a
month-long University of Alberta canoeing
and backpacking course in the Canadian
Rockies, Mikaels and Asfeldt propose
that the experience enabled students to
“decenter” themselves as humans as they
considered relational engagement with
places, place-stories, and embodied learning.
As occurred also in our U of T courses, U of
A students found that their relationship to
their environments changed in subtle and
complex ways by experiencing and reflecting
on embodied movement through place. How
or whether this course was integrated into
students’ broader degree programs, however,
was not clear from this article (Mikaels &
Asfeldt, 2017). Were students majoring in
History, for instance, able to articulate how
their experiences on this trip contributed to
learning in other courses?
Examples of contextualized-curriculum
courses beyond Canada include the River
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adventure-seeking, and self-discovery.
Some clubs plan trips and provide outdoor
equipment rentals, such as U of T’s
Outing Club (UTOC) and the Laurentian
University Outdoor Club. Many outdoor
groups are student run, such as UTOC
and the Outdoor Adventure Group at
the University of Calgary. Some postsecondary institutions offer outdoor
experiences as optional orientation
programs for incoming undergraduates;
these have been the subject of several
research studies (Ribbe, Cyrus, & Langan,
2016). The McMaster Outdoor Orientation
Student Experience (MOOSE) and Brock
University’s BaseCamp programs, for
example, take incoming students canoeing
and camping at Algonquin Provincial Park.4
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Semester at Augsburg University. Students
spend a full summer semester traveling by
canoe along the Mississippi River, taking
several courses in history, ecology, and
literature while traveling, also completing a
summative individual research project, thus
receiving a full semester’s worth of course
credits. Pennsylvania State University’s
Adventure Literature program offers another
model, with courses such as “The Beach:
Exploring Literature of the Atlantic Shore,”
“Exploring Cape Cod,” or “Exploring
the Literature of American Wilderness.”
According to their program page, these
courses enhance English literature courses
with field work: “Adventure Literature
students not only read Thoreau, but like
him they travel to the mountains, the river,
or the seashore, and they climb, hike, and
kayak, and write about their experiences”
(http://english.la.psu.edu/ undergraduate/
adventure-literature).

Challenges of Teaching and Learning
Outdoors for Humanities Programs

For a student taking four to six courses on
campus in a semester-based degree program,
how can outdoor experiences or trips off
campus fit into a regular schedule? At many
institutions, extended outdoor trips that are
part of a student’s curricular program are
scheduled during a summer semester. The
University of the Puget Sound’s Mississippi
River course is conducted during the
summer, arguably an easier time for students
to leave campus. Augsberg’s Mississippi
River Semester takes participants off campus
during an entire semester by offering a full
semester’s roster of courses for the program.
In Penn State’s Adventure Literature
program, trips associated with courses take
place primarily on long weekends. Some
universities have a month-long January
semester reserved for specialized intensive
courses. Other programs enable outdoor
learning through the use of part-time
fieldwork or day-trips near campus, or weeklong trips during a spring break or reading
week. Such courses offer a more accessible
and affordable option to students who need
employment during the summer months.

To return to the three UTO courses described
above, they are best aligned with the
contextualized-curriculum model, using
outdoor experiences and specialized skillstraining to facilitate engagement with
places and landscapes that are the focus
of disciplinary study. Student feedback
makes it clear that the immersive outdoor
modules in our UTO courses provided many
benefits that are not easily achieved inside

The cost of experiential and outdoor
education can be high. Most programs
charge students a course fee, but this model
creates barriers for students with financial
need. Some universities have recognized
that to make experiential programming
truly accessible, it must be institutionally
prioritized in the curriculum. Some
researchers suggest that creating equal access
to such opportunities may require that they
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These programs tightly integrate outdoor
learning with disciplinary objectives,
with curricular goals enhanced by the
teaching of transferrable and essential skills
(such as paddling or climbing) that may
enable a special kind of place-responsive
learning. When outdoor learning is strongly
integrated with disciplinary objectives
and well-articulated as such to students,
outdoor experiential learning involves the
development of transferrable skills, broadbased competencies, and critical thinking
that are valued as integral to an academic
pathway in the humanities. We suggest that
this model is especially well-suited to postsecondary humanities programs.
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a classroom, and many transferrable skills
that could only be achieved in an outdoor
setting. For a post-secondary institution that
is not primarily focused on serving outdoor
education degrees, however, there are real
challenges to integrating time off campus
into a typical Arts & Science degree program.
An urban setting can add to these challenges.
Faculty or institutions wishing to implement
such programs must address scheduling and
financing challenges, issues of accessibility
and diversity, and questions of instructor
training and risk management. In the
following pages we will briefly address a few
of these concerns.

Feature

Developing and implementing an outdoor
education course or program requires
attention to accessibility, diversity and
inclusion on various levels. Advertisements
for field programs or adventure-based
education often focus on white, able-bodied
and masculine persons (Hall, Healy, &
Harrison, 2002). Equitable images could
help more potential participants feel
invited. Some students may not consider
outdoor learning due to lack of exposure
to wilderness, cultural values, or fear (Wu,
2007). The value of “pushing your limits”
often encouraged by North American
adventure programming may conflict with
other cultural priorities (Chang et al., 2017).
Hoftstede’s cultural dimensions model
(Hofstede, 2001) or Project Adventure’s
GRABBSS model (Schoel & Maizell, 2002)
can guide development and facilitation
of outdoor education programming
with awareness of cultural context and
difference. Students with disabilities may
feel especially unwelcome if program
advertising is not undertaken with care.
Adaptive technologies and equipment
can facilitate participation (a selective list
of conditions with accommodations that
may allow for equitable participation are
available on the UTO website, at https://
outdoors.hackinghistory.ca/). An outdoor
education program should have a designated
accessibility/equity staff person who is
knowledgeable about available options.
Research in outdoor education shows that
successful outdoor experiential learning

requires some level of challenge and risk. In
programs held in remote environments, risks
and challenges are “kept at a manageable
level by the presence of a highly trained
leader” (Druian et al., 1980). Wilderness First
Aid or Wilderness First Responder training
is considered a minimum requirement for
program leads on outdoor trips (Bell &
Starbuck, 2013), and additional qualifications
depend on place- and program-specific
requirements. Programs for instructors
such as wilderness medical training, risk
management training, or mental health first
aid workshops would be most cost efficiently
run through an institution’s teaching and
learning centre. The U of T, lacking an
institutional history of outdoor programming,5
offers none of this training to instructors, and
so the faculty involved in the three courses
described above, Garrett and Price, were
required to obtain training on their own.
In preparation for their first “Himalayan
Borderlands” trip, they took a Wilderness
Medicine Institute Wilderness First Responder
certification course. The paramedical skills
learned in this course proved essential on
all three student trips to India. They also
completed the NOLS Risk Management
Training program, which specializes in risk
assessment and management in outdoor
settings and provides essential elements of
training for the management of moderate to
high risk outdoor programs. Other skills that
supported their leadership of these outdoor
programs included relevant life experiences
and formal certifications in programs such as
Mental Health First Aid, Whitewater Rescue
Technician, and Tandem Canoe Whitewater.
In addition to taking responsibility for
their own training, Garrett and Price hired
specialized guides and training assistants
for the higher risk outdoor components of
“Wild Waters” and “Himalayan Borderlands.”
In India, a local guide and support team
accompanied the group while trekking at high
altitude (this is required by law in Sikkim).
On the “Wild Waters” Madawaska River trip,
a certified white-water guide was responsible
for all training, the course instructor was
certified in white-water rescue, and a
graduate student assistant with paddling
certifications also accompanied the group on
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be fully embedded within an institution’s
required core curriculum (Coker & Porter,
2015). Students at Laurentian University’s
outdoor education program, for example,
who are required to undertake a third-year
expedition, spend a year doing extensive
local fundraising to help subsidize the cost
of this trip. Knowing in advance that they
will incur these costs as a required part of
their program enables them to plan ahead
to raise needed funds. When an outdoor
learning experience occurs within an isolated
humanities course, by contrast, students may
not have time to plan their finances to make
the additional expense possible.
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this trip. Use of these guides and assistants
was a mandatory part of risk management
plans developed for each course, although
none of this was required by the University.
In “Himalayan Borderlands” and “Wild
Waters,” moreover, Garrett and Price carefully
assessed, logged and tracked what they
observed of student health and behaviour
(as relevant to ongoing risk assessment and
management), and they maintained detailed
critical incident records throughout each
course. None of this documentation was
required by the University, however, nor was
any critical incident reporting requested after
completion of these programs. Good practice
in risk assessment and management for
teaching in an outdoor or international setting
requires adequate specialized training for
instructors, and an institutionalized system of
critical incident management, reporting, and
tracking.
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Conclusions
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The experimental courses “On Foot,” “Wild
Waters,” and “Himalayan Borderlands”
highlight pedagogical benefits of outdoor
education when contextualized within a
disciplinary curriculum. These three courses
demonstrate in practice many themes
discussed in secondary literature on outdoor
immersive teaching and learning. We believe
that offering outdoor opportunities in our
humanities courses at the post-secondary
level can increase student wellness, empathy,
self-awareness, leadership and teamwork,
as well as significantly enhance student
engagement with and understanding of
course content. In order to promote bestpractice outdoor learning opportunities,
mitigate risk, and adequately support
instructors, however, we recommend
that post-secondary institutions establish
policies on risk management, training, and
reporting practices. We also recommend
that institutions create curricular pathways
that support teachers and integrate student
outdoor or experiential learning experiences
within broader disciplinary goals. Instructors
new to outdoor teaching can learn from a
substantial body of research on how outdoor
learning can transform human relations
to the environment, how it can bring forth

Indigenous perspectives on relating to place
and land, how it can stimulate environmental
ethics, and how it can expand students’
understanding of gender and decolonization.
While outdoor learning of all kinds can
benefit students, we suggest that students
will benefit most outdoor experiences are
thoughtfully integrated with the disciplinary
goals of students’ academic pathways in the
humanities.
Endnotes
All students have given permission for
citations to be published in this article. See
Garrett (2018) for additional selections from
student journals.

1

These and other student reactions to
this program are online at http://sikkim.
hackinghistory.ca/ and http://news.artsci.
utoronto.ca/all-news/himalaya-buddhismenvironmental-issues/.

2

Similar programs exist throughout the
United States. For the Bachelor of Science
in Expeditionary Studies (EXP) from
SUNY-Plattsburgh, for example, students
learn about the history of exploration,
environmental ethics and eco-justice,
leadership, planning and risk management,
while also building skills in a specialization
such as paddling, climbing or skiing. This
program supports students wanting to enter
the outdoor industry in careers such as
park ranger, expedition guide, eco-tourism,
or adventure-based counselling. SUNYPlattsburgh students begin the program with
a foundational year of six EXP courses plus
one General Education course. On top of
coursework, students engage in supervised
hikes and several week-long, off-campus trips
(two water-based and one land-based). The
Bachelor of Science in Tourism, Recreation
and Adventure Leadership at Oregon State
University, as yet another model, offers
specializations in Adventure Leadership
Education or Nature, Eco- and Adventure
Tourism. This program describes itself as
promoting the importance of tourism and
recreation in natural environments to develop
community initiatives towards the goals of
improved quality of life and human health,

3
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and responsible use of natural resources. In
addition to coursework, students complete an
internship in tourism, recreation or adventure
leadership.

backpacking, canoeing and trail work before
the fall semester begins. In 2017 there were
43 trips made, serving roughly a quarter of
the incoming first-year class.

Some post-secondary institutions situate
outdoor skills and leadership training within
an athletics department. Stanford University,
for example, runs outdoor education courses
within their Department of Athletics, Physical
Education and Recreation, as part of their
Health and Human Performance major. Some
courses cover historical and philosophical
approaches to outdoor education and
adventure in American culture, folklore,
and landscape, and others teach kayaking,
SCUBA diving, or stand up paddle-boarding,
as well as adventure experience management,
working with youth, or outdoor leadership. In
this program students are highly involved in
outdoor education, receiving a degree in that
field, within a curriculum that is designed to
be distinct from other humanistic or scientific
disciplinary curricula at Stanford.
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Challenging “Nature”: A Collaborative Learning
Session
By Brandon Pludwinski

This paper explains the ways in which
outdoor educational and recreational leaders
can begin to challenge the colonial past and
present that enables them to use naturespaces for their programming needs. I
doing so, I recount an interactive workshop
developed from a summer camp counsellors
pre-camp training session to outline the
processes by which canoe trippers can bring
a new, and more socially just paradigm to
recreational canoe tripping. This workshop
was developed in the aftermath of a Master’s
thesis that critically examined how settler
colonial environmental discourses are (re)
produced on summer camp canoe trips
through Algonquin Provincial Park.
I started the workshop by asking a group
of over 100 counsellors to draw Algonquin
Provincial Park, a nature space that the camp
frequently uses for their programming, on
a large piece of paper. Then, collaboratively
with the counsellors, I critically analysed the
drawings. We identified what they do and
do not consider to be nature by looking at
the drawings and explicitly labelling what
was on the paper (trees, mountains, birds,
rivers, lakes...) and recognising what things
they left out (city-scapes, shops, busses...).
The workshop progressed into a discussion
about the ongoing legacies of colonialism

in nature spaces and how their seemingly
innocent ideas of nature-spaces (re)produced
colonial ways of thinking. I concluded the
session by providing the counsellors with
recommendations to address and contest
particular narratives of nature they rely on
as they guide their campers throughout the
summer.
Drawing Nature
I began by asking the participants to
draw nature, whatever or wherever that
may be for them. Across the drawings I
saw an abundance of trees, lakes, rivers,
fish, bears, moose, raccoons, beavers, and
wolves occupying seemingly empty and
pristine landscapes under a cloudy sky.
After acknowledging my observations
to the participants, I opened up the floor
for discussion, eager to hear what the
participants had to say about what nature
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As someone who grew up at summer camps
and who is an avid outdoor recreationist,
there is a two-fold truth I find myself
constantly negotiating. On one hand, I am
the person I am because of the experiences,
triumphs, and feats I had on summer
camp canoe trips through Algonquin
Provincial Park. My trippers (canoe tripping
counsellors) encouraged me to overcome
personal, social, and physical obstacles while
exploring a landscape beyond my wildest
dreams. The subsequent truth is that these
very experiences, the ones I often depend
upon to define and understand myself, are
rooted in experiences enabled by an ongoing
history of colonialism in Canada.
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meant to them. There was an overwhelming
consensus that quickly labelled nature as
any pristine and wild space void of human
interaction and presence.
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I then asked the participants to focus on
the absences of their drawings. I asked
them to think about what they left out
include in their drawings—what they don’t
consider nature. Almost instantly, one of
the participants shared that none of their
drawings included urban infrastructure “like
malls or Starbucks.” Building off this point,
another participant shared that none of their
drawings included people canoeing or hiking
through the landscapes. I stopped the session
here to get the participants to think about
human presences in nature spaces. I asked,
“who else is missing from the drawings?
Who else is missing from Algonquin
Provincial Park?” One of the participants
shot up their hands, and said, “None of us
included any Indigenous peoples in our
drawings.” This sparked a much desired
conversation of the social and political
histories embedded within nature spaces
Canada, and how summer camp counsellors,
often unknowingly, reproduce and recreate
ongoing, negative, and oppressive colonial
legacies through our practice.

I took a moment to recognise my
positionality as a middle-class settlerCanadian who has had the privilege of
countless canoe, hiking, and camping
trips. I made it clear to the participants
that my intentions, as they are with this
paper, were not to educate them about the
Algonquin Peoples; I am not a rightful
and legitimate actor to do so. Rather, I
explained, my intentions were to highlight
the setter-colonial structures that enable
us to silence and overlook the Algonquin
Peoples histories, cultures, and uses of the
landscapes.
Confronting our Colonial (Not So) Past
In a settler context, a wild space is, and
always has been, entirely located beyond
the borders of societal organisations
(Monani, 2012). They are considered to be
spaces free of human use, interaction, and
presence. When the participant said that
Algonquin Provincial Park is a wild space,
they conveyed that societal organisation
(economic, cultural, social, and political
systems) has never existed within the
borders of the park. This phrasing and
the weight carried by it, contributes to
the erasure of the Algonquin Peoples on
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Researchers (Braun, 2002; Cronon, 1996) and
practitioners agree that nature is a social
construct whose meanings are localised
to specific social, cultural, economic,
and political groups. Nature, then, can
be understood and communicated in a
variety of ways. While one person may
conceptualise Algonquin Provincial Park as
a network of portage trails connecting empty
lakes and camp sites may be seen as cultural
and spiritual landscape by another. This is
seen too often in Algonquin Provincial Park,
where the social and political histories of
the Algonquin Peoples have been replaced
by a dominant settler-colonial narrative
of an ongoing history of nothingness by
recreational users and facilitators, outdoor
educators, advertisements, and businesses.
This type of spatial re-branding is known as
reterritorialization. Reterritorialization refers
to the process by which the truths, meanings,
and desires of particular landscapes are
changed to align with the truths, meanings,
and desires maintained by another, and
more powerful, social group (Braun,
2002). This conceptualisations of truth are
then circulated amongst the social group,
normalized, and then taken as legitimate and
objective notions of truth.
I took a moment to formally acknowledge
some of the social and political histories
embedded within Algonquin Provincial
Park’s landscapes. Starting with a land
acknowledgement, I recognised that
Algonquin Provincial Park lies on the
traditional lands of the diverse Algonquin
Nation. Further, I pointed out the Aboriginal
Vision Pits and Pictographs on Rock Lake
that are often ignored and unknowingly
passed by on the summer camp canoe trips,
then the Totem Pole at the East Gate of the
park, and the ongoing colonial histories
of dispossession and relocation that have

reterritorialized the park a people-less space.
Instantly, this disturbed the narratives of
a wild and pristine space void of human
interaction and presence that the participants
relied upon to conceptualise Algonquin
Provincial Park.
This conversation instantly challenged the
participants’ conceptions of nature as a
pristine and people-less space void of human
influence. It labelled the Algonquin Peoples,
by name, who were forcefully relocated from
their traditional spaces and restricted from
their traditional practices (Lawrence, 2012).
Rather than as solely a space for modern
recreation, the participants began to see the
hidden and often-overlooked sites of colonial
dispossession embedded in the landscapes.
Teaching Nature
In 2015, the Canadian government published
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada’s Calls to Action. In this document,
they called upon all levels (public and
private) of settler-Canadian societies to
identify how their institutions depend upon,
contribute, and strengthen negative and
unjust legacies of colonialism. The 47th call
to action reads:
We call upon the federal, provincial,
territorial, and municipal governments
to repudiate concepts used to justify
European sovereignty over Indigenous
peoples and lands, such as the Doctrine
of Discovery and terra nullius, and to
reform those laws, government policies,
and litigation strategies that continue
to rely on such concepts. (Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada,
2015)
As the workshop did, I encouraged all trips
into Algonquin Provincial Park to have
a formal land recognition. If trippers can
place the Algonquin Peoples, by name,
on their traditional territory, they will be
repudiating both the Doctrine of Discovery
and terra nullius which enable them to
pass through seemingly empty and pristine
landscapes. It will lift the veil of ignorance
that trippers have operated under, exposing
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their traditional territory. In other words,
by labelling the spaces as empty and wild
(as they are commonly), we overlook the
fact that Algonquin Provincial Park, before
the processes of colonialism, once housed
dynamic social, political, economic, and
cultural ways of life (Lawrence, 2012).
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the unjust and hidden power relations that
have silenced and excluded the Algonquin
Peoples from their own territory. This
process will enable us, outdoor recreational
practitioners, to move our practice towards
a culture of reconciliation.

PATHWAYS

Trippers and other outdoor recreational
activity leaders need to embrace change.
They need to be ready to have the
important and crucial discussions that
move our practice from an ignorantly
blissful experience into a well-thought-out
process of liberation. Further, I encourage
trippers to introduce a reconciliationbased curriculum into their practice,
identifying how they can address and teach
reconciliation during their excursions.
This would see being practitioners to be
cautious of the language they use and the
meanings they carry, avoiding terms like
“the wilderness,” “pristine,” and “empty.”
Instead, trippers would be able to talk about
the ways in which the landscapes were once
full are full, exposing their participants
to the multitudes of histories embedded
in the landscapes, and not just a socially
constructed, colonial-dependent, way of
thinking.
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The hardest change I asked the camp
counsellors to make, and one that I are
extending to outdoor recreational and
educational practitioners, is to be ready
and open to change. If we can welcome and
enact a new pedagogy into our practice, we
can bring outdoor recreation and education
into a new world. As practitioners, we
have a responsibility to our participants
to attend to the multiple histories of the
world, allowing them to become more
knowledgeable and aware members
of society. We can no longer ignore the
ongoing systems of colonial oppression that
thrive in silence and ignorance. Rather, we
need to face them head on. As leaders, we
have a responsibility to our participants to
return them from the limited times we have
with them as more knowledgeable citizens
of the world. If we can embrace some of
these changes with open arms, and be open
to continuing to learn how to better our
practice, we can turn canoe tripping into a

liberating, educational, and more socially
just experience for all.
The project discussed in this paper was
supported in part by the Ontario Ministry
of Research, Innovation and Science [Early
Research Award, project number ER1511-182 held by Bryan Grimwood at the
University of Waterloo].
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E ducation for Curriculum
Explorations Reunion: A Year Retrospective Study
of the Impact of Outdoor Education
By Bob Henderson

Explorations concept. Each group was its
own experiment in experiential pedagogy.
In my case, 38 years after my involvement
in Explorations, I attended an Explorations
reunion at Long Lake, Alberta, north
of Edmonton. Beyond the obvious
reconnecting with Exploration students
and staff advisors1 of over the 16 years of
the program, I hoped to, in a modest way,
mimic the outstanding work of Australian
Thanks to Harvey and Evelyn Scott, Mark
and Lois Lund and Mors Kohanski for
attending this reunion. Their presence was
the spark that made the whole experience
work so well, just as it had been in all our
student years.
1
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Forty years ago, I followed the lead of my
Physical Education and Recreation graduate
supervisor, Harvey Scott (Henderson, 2017)
and others, to co-launch Explorations, a
University of Alberta academic travel-based
program for senior students (Henderson,
2019). Explorations ran from 1980 to 1996.
It committed and engaged students in an
interdisciplinary curricula, with largely
self-directed course work. Central to the
program of study was consensus-building
group work to plan and complete, most
often, heritage-based group snowshoe/ski/
canoe/kayak and hiking travel experiences
in Alberta and British Columbia in the main.
The program covered a minimum of three
semesters. As the above suggests, each
year’s group had its own variation on the

Figure 1: Explorations Routes/Camps 1980-96
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research Tonia Gray (2017). Her study was
a 30-year retrospective research report
of her adolescent participants (class) in
Wilderness Studies 1985-1986. She was
curious about the impact of the outdoor
program 30 years later. Using social media,
she reconnected with more than half of the
original class of 25 students. Using a mixed
methods approach, she conducted in-depth
interviews and gathered data from an online
survey. To be brief, her findings suggest
the Wilderness Studies two-year accredited
secondary school course did have a lasting
impact. A surprising number of students
did enter careers in outdoor education and
related fields. Recommendations from her
study are a particular highlight.
For example, given that many students still
had their course journal and photos (and
noted this as a source of life’s inspiration),
Gray recommends students today print
their digital images to include with
journal notes. This represents a simple
recommendation for teachers and students
who might make that leap to consider the
quality of memories 30 years down the trail
of life.
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For the Explorations reunion in 2018, a map
was produced of the travels that took place
over the 16 years of Explorations (see figure
1). I generated complete class lists, travel
routes and projects and, following Tonia
Gray’s study, conducting an online survey
using similar questions. Of the twenty plus
reunion participants, I received nine fully
completed surveys. With a further request,
I received 21 responses to question one:
“What three words would sum up your
Explorations experience?” Some of the 21
have not been able to attend the reunion.
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This allowed me to produce a word cloud,
or Wordle (see figure 2). The questions
presented in the online survey were as
follows:
1.
2.

What three words would sum up your
Explorations experience?
How do you feel as you look back on
the program? What emotions would
best describe your feelings?

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Do you still have your Explorations
journal/log book/photos? If so, do you
ever revisit what was written or the
contents in your photo albums? How
does it make you feel?
When are you reminded about your
time in Explorations?
What were the benefits of Explorations
personally, socially, physically,
emotionally or spiritually?
If you were 25 years of age, would you
do it all again? What advice would you
give to your undergraduate self?
Do you believe the Explorations course
helped shape your career development,
career choices, etc., at all?
Do you attribute any pro-environmental
attitudes, knowledge, or behaviours to
the Explorations program?
Do you have any comments you would
like to make about Explorations?

The Reunion
Participants (18 students) in the reunion
were certainly present because Explorations
had been meaningful to them. Many had not
seen fellow course mates for decades. Much
time was spent in outdoor sharing circles.
We, all in turn, shared our life paths since
Explorations and the impact and memories
that dominate our thoughts. There was
also attention placed on the future; for
ourselves and each other as citizens of the
earth. There was both ample good cheer and
some somber reflection. Many, including
myself, found a moment or two to shed a
tear. We had a run of the place so meals
were handled by the group. Evenings were
spent in informed conversation along with
slide shows from the various years. A single
88 tray slideshow had been put together
to showcase as many trips as possible. I
had taken on the role of chief archivist.
The online survey was given out and also
sent electronically after the reunion. I
received nine responses (50%). I do fear I’ve
misplaced one response.
Finding and Discussion
What follows is an overview of key
components to the nine questions. Noted
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Research question 3: Do you still have your
Explorations journal/log book/photos? If so,
do you ever revisit what was written or the
contents in your photo albums? How does it
make you feel?

are common threads through the nine
responses. Also noted are significant
individual highlight responses.
Research question 1: What three
words would sum up your Explorations
experience? See figure 2: Wordle.
The size of the font represents the number
of times a word was mentioned. In this
small sample size, there are many one-word
responses. However, certain words and
ideas do dominate from the 21 responses.
The dominant themes to encapsulate the
Explorations experience are Experiential
Learning (4), Empowerment (4), Adventure
(5), and Discovery (5). This reflects the
dominant “journeying-exploration of land
and self” component.
Research question 2: How do you feel
as you look back on the program? What
emotions would best describe your feelings?
The prominent response here is Proud (4),
Fortunate (3), and feeling that, “I was part
of something special.” Two former students
reflected back on “closeness to the group”,
another on “tension in team building.” A
highlight comment was an “appreciation of
how what I learned has shaped my career
and what I am.” Another student noted, “[I
am] honoured to be a part of such a rich
tradition, awesome, because Explorations
was more about community building with
a set of safe outdoor skills than about
hardcore defeat of a mountain or river, more
knowledgeable.”

Research question 4: When are you
reminded about your time in Explorations?
There was one common thread running
through the responses here. That is, the
continued friendships. (Some groups had
been having reunion gatherings for over 20
years.) Varied responses include: “times of
physical and mental adversity”; “thinking
of people and places; it was pretty simple
back then (in thinking of risk management
requirements now).”
One former student commented on
“comparing my trip to what my sons
do now.” Others commented: “...when
people talk about ‘special times’ in their
lives. I like to mention how different my
university experience was and how much
I enjoyed going to U of A.”; “...every time
I’m humbled to listen, truly listen to loons,
herons, and teenagers.”
Research question 5: What were the
benefits of Explorations personally, socially,
physically, emotionally or spiritually?
There was no discerning emphasis toward
any of the five benefits listed above. Two in
the group specifically linked Explorations
to career pursuits. Two mention increased
awareness of the First Nations and
explorers/pioneer experience. Two mention
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Figure 2: Wordle

Responses here range from “almost never”
to “slides, yes/yes/yes”, and “they are
absolute treasures.” One has recently
transferred slide to digital form (over 20
years post ss). Six of the eight people had
looked over their slide images and pictures
over the years. Journals were less commonly
kept or revisited. One highlight reads,
“[they] make me feel nostalgic for lost youth
but also amazed at the sheer fierce tenacity
we all had to follow through to realize our
goals.”
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increased self-confidence following the
years of Explorations. More specifically,
along these lines: “provided a sounding
board among my peers for my developing
world schema”; “I think I am a better and
stronger person...am more aware as an adult
of how these extended wilderness trips with
good friends are deep spiritual journeys
that contribute to personal identity.”
One former student listed the benefits to
each category including, “I grew up; my
ego was demoted” and “worrying about the
health of grizzly bears and spruce trees and
people who are oppressed…”
Research question 6: If you were 25 years of
age, would you do it all again? What advice
would you give to your undergraduate self?
There was a unanimous ‘yes’ to the do it
again question. Interesting advice included:
read more of the history, spend more time
working on being a good team member,
generally reflecting more and relaxing into
mysel f.

Research question 8: Do you attribute any
pro environmental attitudes, knowledge, or
behaviours to the Explorations program?
Many felt pro-environmental attitudes
were already present when they entered the
program. But direct environmental issues
were a specific inquiry component for some
of the Exploration groups based on specific
projects chosen. For example: “Yes, we
were exposed to regional enviro-issues and
campaigners while planning.”
One student in an outdoor pursuit focused
journey simply responded, no! Another
from a heritage focused journey commented
on an increase in fur trade knowledge.
Research question 9: Do you have any
comments you would like to make about
Explorations?
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Research question 7: Do you believe the
Explorations course helped to shape
your career development, career
choices, etc., at all?
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Of the nine respondents, eight
have followed direct outdoor
related careers, all in education
of some form; teachers, working
with at-risk youth, travel guide/
business. One former student attributed
getting their first teaching job to having
an outdoor education/Explorations
background. He went on to teach for ten
years, then becoming a principal and
finally a superintendent—all along the way
advocating for outdoor education. One
educator remarked that Explorations was
career shaping, “more than I realized at the
time.”
Another listed six varied outdoor jobs
then stated, “these callings were borne
directly from my blessings to be involved in
Explorations.”

Specific comments include: “amazing model
for all schooling/add more indigenous
perspective”; “learned the importance
of learning by doing”; “education needs
flexibility to create ‘my’ exploration.”
Particularly salient, I think, are the
following comments: “Explorations was
unique in its time and place,” and “the
ripple effect of the program makes for
positive waves far into the future.” Of
these two comments, I would add that the
ripple effect idea was my central motive
for revisiting Explorations in my own life
close to 40 years after I followed a career
path largely inspired by my experiences in

Conclusion
The messages from the reunion experience
(talking circles, informal interaction,
shared meals, revisiting trip journal and
slide images) plus the questionnaire
survey responses all point to a positive
life directional impact of Explorations. The
participants were all keen on the experience
of the reunion, meeting their course
staff (co-learners all, really), and travel/
classmates. They were therefore bound
to speak positively of the Explorations
program. Yet it is a remarkable result,
perhaps, that such a gathering and
outpourings of positive sentiments
remains strong from a university capstone
educational offering revisited by up to 38
years in each participant’s past. It is safe
to say that the experience of the outdoor
journey (with a consensus team building
model exercised over a two-year period
with dedicated self-directed academic
coursework and inspirational leadership) is
easily an outdoor education success story.
It is hoped that this modest report will
inspire others to question many of the
conventions of mainstream education and
be inspired to demand more experiential
qualities to enhance student learning.
It is easy to imagine young students today
in quality outdoor education group/
journey- based programs coming together
20 years in their futures to celebrate their
time together in the outdoor life/travel/
school that shaped their lives well into
careers and to retirement. This was the
experience shared among the Explorations
reunion crew, I would add, in 2018. I would
also add that these reunion participants
are the parents of students of outdoor
education today.
Here’s to a celebration of the continued
impact of outdoor education wherever
it is being played out across Canada and

beyond. It is hoped Explorations at the
University of Alberta 1980-1996 can help
serve as an inspiration to help in the
ongoing struggle to keep such educational
programs running and help generate
new educational offerings following the
Explorations model of student-driven
coursework, consensus group work and
project-based heritage and/or eco-political
driven journeying.
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Explorations. I share the sentiment of another
who wrote, “Explorations was not only a
formative event in my development—it was
a highlight of my education.
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B eyond our Borders
Hjemstedslaere—Put an Arse in a Cat
By Chris Peters

“Judging from masses of human experience
reaped from many cultures, economic
sustainability is dependent upon the existence
of local, living cultures that have an inside
relationship to Nature; I would say these are
cultures that are based on meaningful work.”
–Sigmund Kvaloy Setreng
Ecophilosophy Fragments
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Some time ago, my wife introduced me to
a work colleague of hers from the museum
at a dinner party. He had just completed an
exhibit on the vernacular boats which had
emerged and been used by the inhabitants
of Newfoundland and Labrador. There
was a model of the Beothuk seafaring
canoes with which these indigenous people
successfully navigated the treacherous seas
of the North-East coast of the island to
get to Funk Island, over 40 nautical miles
offshore, to gather Great Auk eggs and
birds. There were the birch and spruce root
canoes with which the Mi’kmaq plied the
straights between Cape Breton (U’nama’kik)
and Newfoundland (Taqamkuk) and the
kayaks that the Labrador Inuit stretched seal
skins—taut and waterproof—over a lattice
of driftwood and bone. The exhibit took in
the emergence of the row-punt and dory,
the small, inshore workboats of European
colonists.
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My wife’s colleague was not a boat person
and so Maureen introduced me as a paddler.
I had, for a time, been a kayak guide on
Passamaquody Bay tucked near the MaineNew Brunswick border at the mouth of the
Bay of Fundy. I was familiar with plastic
kayaks that received all kinds of daily
abuse, which we guides lugged to shore
at low tide over feet-sucking tidal flats. I
was fascinated with these wooden boats, at
once so fragile and yet robust that people
had paddled dozens, if not hundreds of
miles offshore, and I told my wife’s work
colleague as much.
A bearded man hovered just to the
periphery of this discussion, and when I
turned away he held my gaze.

“So, you’re a paddler, huh?”
I agreed that I had been, and was missing
the opportunity to get out more often. I
wondered, was he?
“Yeah, I’ve done some paddling,” he
allowed. He paused for a moment, then
said, “When I was younger I took a kayak
‘round the island.”
With that, he turned around and walked
away.
Such was my introduction to Michael
Samson, who circumnavigated the island
in 1997 as a 21-year-old and had written a
book about it titled, May We Rant and Roar
No More. The trip and the book were an
attempt to come to terms with the eroding
culture of Newfoundland. After the cod
moratorium in 1992, out-ports began to
close up as people moved away. Michael
grew up in Botwood, left as soon as high
school was finished and saw the world.
But there was a nagging urge: although the
world had taught him a lot, he had much to
learn of his home.
So, although he’d hardly been in a kayak, let
alone in heavy seas, he took off to explore
what had been, and what was to come.
Hjemstedslaere: The Necessity of
Meaningful Work
“And when we work on the land, what is our
connection with it? Tools, and especially hand
tools. Much can be learnt about the land from
the seat of a tractor, the older and more exposed
the better, but to observe the detail, you must
work with hand tools.”
–Roger Deakin
Notes From Walnut Tree Farm
When Frederick Emerson decided
that Hjemstedslaere should inform
the curriculum of the Land Settlement
Scheme in Markland, he wasn’t merely
taking a Norwegian idea and dropping
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Emerson might have been a trustee under
Commission of Government—which was
imposed upon and over the democratically
elected Dominion government when it
attempted to default on its loan payments
in 1933—but he was a Newfoundland
nationalist. He would write that he felt:
“Only a system of education which was
inspired by the ‘Newfoundland Spirit’
having for its aim the broadening and
development of Newfoundland Culture
could achieve the best result” (Colton, 2014).
Right up until Confederation with Canada,
out-port communities were the cultural
backbone of Newfoundland. Saddled though
they were by the oppressive rigors of the
truck system, where salt cod was traded in
by the quintal (51kg or 112lbs) for credit at
the merchant’s store, there was a spirit of
common purpose despite the hardships.
Boats were repaired and built, nets mended,
hooks baited, fish caught and gutted,
gardens were laid and fertilized with capelin,
harvests brought into root cellars, wood was
cut and stacked, hares trapped and caribou
stalked.
Repeat (Samson, 2001).
These demands brought out a rich vein of
storytelling, songs and dances, and folk
traditions that knit communities together.
Work life and holidays, the vocational and
recreational, and the human and natural
worlds blurred into the cohesive weave
of a localized culture that educational
philosopher C.A. Bowers would call ‘the
commons.’ From this perspective, out-port
communities were egalitarian in that the
old members passed along their knowledge

of fishing, gardening, food storage, stories
and dance to the young, so that the culture
at once held fast to what was and could
tack into the uncertain winds of the future
(Bowers, 2006).
Watching The Children of Fogo Island, part
of a National Film Board series called
The Process you can see the effect of this
intergenerational learning. Young people
scull row-punts, build a shed with only
a hammer, nails and saw complete with
a working door, plumb and floor, and
construct boats (as well as build stilts and
walk on them and
go swimming in
the ocean). They
were following
what Wendell Berry
calls the Principle
of Community,
where they
recognized what
they all shared in
common—the fish,
the ocean, the forests,
and their neighbours—and
their obligation to look after it
(Berry & Norberg-Hodge, 2018).
Hjemstedslaere as offered in Markland was
successful. According to Clare (Cochius)
Gillingham, a teacher in Markland, “The
children couldn’t get there (to school) early
enough. They were just so happy in their
school environment that they would sit
around the stove and the girls would teach
the boys how to knit…” (Colton, 2014).
Learning and teaching then wasn’t tied to
a curriculum found in a teacher’s manual.
Instead, the community—from the potato
beds to the forest, the streams and ponds,
the work that infused and characterized
the community—was the curriculum. So
different community members came in and
shared what they knew with the students.
Sewing, story telling, folk dancing, songs,
weaving but also, farming and carpentry
(Colton, 2014).
Hjemstedslaere brought students and
teachers into the natural world, using
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it into Newfoundland. He felt that Home
Environment Learning, as laid out by
Anna Sethne in 1928, had a lot to offer
Newfoundland schools and communities.
After all, “it was an early kind of outreach
outdoor education” which incorporated the
local community, industries and ecology into
the weave of its curricular delivery (Aagre,
2014). Here was an educational foundation
upon which to build self-sufficient
communities for the future, rooted to the
particulars of place (Colton, 2014).
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tools to work the soils, saw wood, to
turn textiles into cloth and incorporating
composting and recycling as a matter of
course. It was a tactile world informed by
place that made their culture.
It doesn’t take a particularly keen student
of schools today to note the abrupt
difference in educational philosophy.
Dirt Under Our Nails, Callouses on Our
Hands
“Chores are physical, and frankly don’t
require great skill, but they’re also emotional,
intuitive, and, I think, somehow artistic.”
–Ben Hewitt
Home Grown
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To ‘put an arse in a cat’ suggests that you
are handy; capable of doing anything. When
my wife and I lived on Fogo Island for a
summer we documented the winching of
a newly made trapskiff from a shed. The
trapskiff got caught on the door ledge. The
fisherman who was showing us around
got beneath the trapskiff—a 25’ boat made
of spruce and birch, freshly painted and
heavy—and lifted, in a walking squat,
the boat over the ledge. It was a beastly
physical effort, and certainly indicative of
the saying.
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However, it would be just as true to say
the same of someone walking through the
boreal forest and finding the bow and stern
knees—the transom—that provide strength
and stability to wooden boats in rough seas
in the bend and twist of the roots. So too the
ability to tend and nourish a potato bed to
harvest, to have the acumen to construct a
root cellar to protect your crop for the long
winter stretching ahead. That they managed
this by digging a hole into the ground,
lined with rocks and roofed with wooden
supports and sod that kept the harvest
at an ideal temperature and humidity is
remarkable, almost magic.
To put an arse in a cat is losing its meaning
as we move further away from the idea of
self-sufficiency, are removed from a truly
local economy.

Technology, for my students means smart
phones, tablets, and laptops. The world is at
their fingertips, and they slide easily from
video to text messages. But the vernacular
of their surroundings, the work required to
sustain, nourish both body and spirit and
the tools such work demand is an unknown
language.
Michael Samson took to the ocean in a
kayak, and through trial and error he
paddled around the island. As he went he
befriended many who saw in his humanpowered trip a return to a way of life our
society had stepped beyond. Because he
relied on his experience, his paddle and the
generosity of those he met, he was nestled
into a community comprised of both nature
and people (Samson, 2001).
We needn’t as teachers suggest to
our students that paddling around
Newfoundland, or bike-packing across
Canada are the means to learn selfsufficiency and community (although they
can be). Working in a vegetable garden,
learning the seasons and what nourishes a
plant (as well as what hurts it) is invaluable
and helps root us to the particulars of place
(Berry & Norberg-Hodge, 2018). Making
a daily walk out of doors, through field,
forest and stream all year to document the
changes, the weather and the mystery helps
us come to appreciate and love a place, even
if we can’t wholly understand it (Samson,
2001).

Beyond our Borders

If education is one of the means by which
we address, head on, the spectre of
climate warming (Klein, 2014) then let it
be an education which embraces nature
as a teacher, where we work with our
neighbours and have dirt under our nails
and callouses on our hands. Because it is in
working in place(s) where culture is made.
And sustained.
Endnotes
The idea was to help the eleven
communities of Fogo Island and Change
Island appreciate their situation in 1968,
isolated as they were by terrain and work,
and make a common decision about
resettlement.
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P lay and Praxis
Finding a Christmas Tree: Child-Directed Learning,
Planning Sessions, Documentation and the Option
to Fail in a Plan
By Laura Molyneux

One of the biggest challenges as an adult
“educator” is the balance between child
directed learning and the need to “teach.”
We often struggle with the idea of imposing
knowledge on children, finding the “right”
answer and what that means to children.
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There’s also the recognition that our job is
simply more than life-guarding—someone
who intervenes only in an emergency and
maintains only a superficial observing role
over a large group. As practitioners in playbased learning, where do we move from
a “lifeguarding” role to an educator role?
How much
intervention
do children
need in their
learning? How
much of their
knowledgebase is our
problem?
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Every year
around
the end of November, children in the
Cloudberry program begin to express an
interest in Christmas. The lights, the trees,
Santa and presents usually take precedent in
their interests. In November 2018, a group of
children noticed that Forest School needed
a Christmas tree. The educators at the time
began to develop elaborate learning plans
based on this interest. After each session
Cloudberry staff spend some time reflecting
on what the children had expressed interest
in, what they demonstrated they already
know about a topic and what they might be
interest in learning. This helps develop the
plan, document the learning and focus the
learning that may or may not occur in the
upcoming sessions.
The educators thought of a few paths
of learning and the potential learning
outcomes that the children might be

interested in following. These included:
Tree Identification
• Ecosystem Identity
• Types of Trees: fir, pine, birch, dogberry,
snowberry
• Animals that use the trees: squirrels,
birds
• Deciduous vs. Coniferous
Sorting, Categorizing, Cataloguing - Math and
Numeracy
Symbols of Christmas
• Storytelling
• Other traditions of Christmas:
mummering, caroling, solstice
celebrations.
Sense of belonging, understanding other
cultures/developing empathy and social
development.
Looking for a Christmas Tree
• Mapping and following a map
• Animals tracking
• Tool use: saw/clippers
Making choices, following a plan, categorizing
and matching, risk management (tool use), sense
of self and emotional development.
The next step in the process is to set up
a few invitations or provocations to see
which direction the learning is going to
go. This is done in a few different ways
by the educators. Sometimes we simply
make additions or subtractions to the
environment (for example, for the symbols
of Christmas, we added a basket of books
on Christmas traditions next to the fire
where we usually host a few children per
session to sit and warm up with a book and
an educator).
For other invitations we may introduce
ideas or questions during our morning
group time. In the case of this interest we
compiled some of the observations into a
book for the children. It included quotes
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from the children plus a few key vocabulary
additions such as “saw” to help the
children recognize the tools needed to cut
down a tree. We intentionally left the book
incomplete for the children so they had
control over the direction it took. A copy
of the story can be found at the end of this
article.

Train to Candyland
Further along on our adventure, we found
a tree that had fallen over. Of course, it
became a train to Candyland.

After we introduced the idea(s) we followed
the direction of the children. Many were
curious about using the tools (clippers and
saw) to cut down a tree. Others wanted
to go up deeper into the forest to look for
a Christmas tree. We were on a roll and
feeling pretty proud of ourselves.
That’s where things went a little off course
from our carefully thought out plan...
Dangerous Talking Tree

Penguins
As we looked for a tree, we found the
perfect hill for a family of penguins to go
sliding.

Clippers
The children interested in tool use noticed
that they could cut many branches off the
tree. Some of them remembered a project
from last winter where we had made
“houses” with our tree branches. They
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As the children began looking for a
Christmas tree, they hid behind the trees
and starting singing “I’m a dangerous
talking tree” in an attempt to scare the
Forest School Leader.
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taught the rest of the group how to make
houses.

Now there’s a few different directions
we could go as educators. First, we could
remind the children of the original plan
and insist on follow through. We can insist
that the children, sit, listen and respect our
position as “teacher”.
Or we can shelve the idea entirely.
Or we can move with the children, piece
together which elements of the provocation
worked and what new observations the
children have provided. From here we can
build a new plan for the next session.
Over the next six to eight sessions, we never
did “find a Christmas tree” even though the
children started each day with that as their
idea/plan for the morning.
Instead we:
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Dangerous Talking Tree
• Developed a sense of community and
strengthened peer relationships
• Cultivated our storytelling
• Nurtured associative play—bridging
new play partnerships and friendships
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Santa’s Reindeer
In order to carry a Christmas tree, we
recognized we needed a Santa sleigh, and
eight reindeer.

Train to Candyland
• Worked gross motor
• Developed team building and
cooperation
• Nurtured storytelling
• Developed leadership and collaboration
• Identified symbols and representations
(e.g. using roots as brakes) —pre
literacy skills
Penguin Family
• Strengthened team building
• Developed gross motor
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•

Improved risk management and selfawareness
Establishing group expectations around
a “risky” experience

Use clippers to build a house
• Fine motor development—hands and
arms
• Gross motor development
• Planning and executing spatial
awareness, knowledge of size
Built a sleigh with eight tiny reindeer
• Cooperative play, leadership
• Improved problem Solving
• Nurtured storytelling
Having a plan helps the children establish
routine and helps them get comfortable
with the space. However, the plan or routine
should not be doctrine. If we sit back, reflect
and document the learning that happens
within the little moments outside of the
“plan” we can gain a better understanding
of and relationship to the children with
whom we work. So what if we didn’t find a
Christmas tree? I think we found a lot more
instead.
What is a Christmas Tree?
“It is green,” said Jane. But there are lots of
green trees in the Forest. Laura found lots of
green trees.
“It has brown part in the middle and the
brown part holds it up.” We need to look for

a tree with a trunk.
“It is all together.”
(A stick is not a Christmas tree.)
“It needs to be big. But not too big or you
can’t carry it.” “You need a tool to cut it
down,” said Seamus. We need a saw.
“You sit around it and sing songs. And Santa
brings presents for it” Said Caden. This is
what we could do with our Christmas Tree.
“It needs decorations. We can use string,”
said Robert.
Laura Molyneux is a level IV Early Childhood
Educator based out of Newfoundland with a
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology and Psychology.
After spending several years in Family
Intervention and Support as well as program
development, she recognized the importance of
true free-play experiences, particularly in an
outdoor environment, in helping children develop
resilience and self-regulation. She is the Owner/
Operator of Cloudberry Forest School based in
St. John’s Newfoundland, which offers preschool,
caregiver-child programs, open play days and
school age programs and summer camps. In
addition to her work with Cloudberry Forest
School, she is a facilitator with the Child and
Nature Alliance of Canada and the Association
of Early Childhood Educators of Newfoundland
and Labrador focusing on the early learning
framework.
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he Gathering

The Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario
Membership Application/Renewal Form
Please visit our website at www.coeo.org/membership.htm
for more detailed descriptions of the benefits of each
membership category.

Please print and fully complete each line below.
Name (Mr./Mrs./Ms/Miss)
Street Address
City/Town

Province/State

Telephone Home (

)

Postal/Zip Code

Business (

)

E-mail

Type of Membership (Check one box)
Regular $55.00
Student/Retiree $40.00
Family $65.00
Library $65.00 (Subscription to Pathways only)		
Organization $130.00
United States orders please add $4.00
International orders please add $12.00

Journal Format (Check one box)
Please select the format in which you
wish to receive your four Pathways
journals:
PDF version through password 		
access to the COEO website
Printed copy through postal mail
Both a digital and a printed version
(an additional fee of $5.00 applies).

COEO Membership is from September 1 to August 31 of the following year.

Every Ontario member of COEO will be assigned to a region of the province according to the county where (s)he lives.
Central (CE)

Welland, Lincoln, Hamilton-Wentworth, Halton, Peel, York, Simcoe, Metro Toronto

Eastern (EA)

Victoria, Durham, Peterborough, Northumberland, Hastings, Prince Edward, Renfrew, Lennox and
Addington, Frontenac, Leeds, Grenville, Ottawa-Carleton, Lanark, Prescott, Russell, Stormont, Dundas,
Glengarry

Northern (NO)

Parry Sound, Nipissing, Muskoka, Haliburton, North Bay, Patricia, Kenora, Thunder Bay, Algoma,
Cochrane, Sudbury, Rainy River, Timiskaming

Western (WE)

Essex, Kent, Elgin, Lambton, Middlesex, Huron, Bruce, Grey, Dufferin, Wellington, Waterloo, Perth,
Oxford, Brant, Haldimand-Norfolk

Please send this form with a cheque or money order payable to
Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario
PO Box 62, Station Main, Kingston, Ontario K7L 4V6

Return to:

		

The Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario

PO Box 62
Station Main
Kingston, Ontario
K7L 4V6

